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Purpose
• Calibrate NASA’s engineering meteoroid engineering models
• Understand meteoroid environment
• Shower and sporadic fluxes
• Continuous observations for the MEO from 0.0001g to 1000g
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Wide field camera hardware
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Wide field meteor
Results
2 Cameras: 5470 Meteors in 2 years 8 Cameras: 3423 in 5 Months
Future work - Broadband Colors
Draconid spectra from Borovička 2014
Future work - Broadband Colors

Light curve

Light curve
Future work - Photometry
Problems with video rate photometry with Watec 902H Ultimate
• Low bit depth
– 8 bit
– Gamma corrections
• Video rate readout noise
• Interlaced video
• Uncooled 
• Small CCD chip 
– Small focal length
Future work - Photometry
• Andor iKon-L 936
• 30-60 second exposures
• 1 Second read out time
• 39mm 2Kx2K sensor
• 16 bit
• Powerful cooler
• Consumer DSLR lens
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